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(SECTION A) 

Write the correct answer from multiple choice question 1 (i to ix) and write in given answer book. 

When a bar magnet is inserted inside the coil, the V, force induced in the coil does not depend on which of the following.
(a) velocity of the magnet 
(c) magnetic moment of the magnet (d) Specific resistance of the coil wire. 

b) Number of circles in the horoscope 

Dielectric meterials are 

(A) conductors (B) Non conductor 

(C) semi-conductors (D) none of these 

(8)420+10% () 240+10% 

() 420+5% 240+5% 
1 

Resistance of the carbon resistor shown in figure in ohm will be 
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(A) 420t10% (B) 240t10% 

(C) 420t5% (D) 240t5% 

3) qvB 
qv/B 
An electric charge q is moving with uniform velocity v in the direction of magnetic field B 

aZero 
VB/q 

Magnetic force acting on the charge will be 

(A) qvB 
(C)qv/B 

(B) Zero 

(D)vB/q 

(3) 1.024x 1020 

() 4.0x 1021 
1 

(H) 6.4 x 1018 

) 1.28x 10 

(VI) 313-E I T feera Atev 
1 

() humvn-Do 
()mv = evo 

(a) hu-mvh+Oo

Photo electric equation of Einstein is 
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)hu-mvn-Oo 
()mvn= evo 

()) hu=mv~+Oo 
()0 hvo 

1 

If an NPN transistor is being used as an amplifier then 
(a) Electrons move from base to collector 

(b) The holes move from the emitter to the base. 

(c) The holes move from the base to the emitter. 

(d) electrons move from emitter to base. 

3 3HTHM a) 

The acceptor impurity in following is- 

(A) Arsenic 
(C) Antimony 

(B) Indium 

(D) Phosphorous 

(31) Fn > Fe 

() F>F 
(E1) F Fe 
) Fa. Fe atST ET HTÈI 

Two protons are placed at a distance of 10 from each other. Between them is the nuclear force Fn and 

the 

electrostatic force Fe; Therefore 

(a) Fn >> Fe 

(b) Fe>> Fn 
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(c) Fn = Fe 

(d) Fn is only slightly higher than Fe. 

2 RaT Fe7 y- 
Ques 2- Fill in the blank 

The capacitance of the parallel plate capacitor in vacuum is 0C. Amaterial of dielectric constant K is 
filled completely between the plates then the new value of capacitance is . 

********* 

diode is used as a voltage regulator.

(Gii) T MTH ********** 

Lanz's law obey the.. .conservation law. 

The resistivity of semiconductor is. ..with increasing of the temperature

Give the answer of the following question in one line 

Draw circuit diagram for comparison of emf of two primary cells with the help of potentiometer 

(11) 
How will be a galvanometer converted into a ammeter?

f 
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A bar magnet NS is moved in the direction indicated by an arrow between two coils AB and CD as shown 

in the figure. in which Coll the direction of current will look like anti- clockwise if viewed from left side 

?Write the name of experiment supporting the wave nature of particle. 

000009 

Eye 

Write the name of experiment supporting the wave nature of particle. 

1 

An alpha particle and a proton have same kinetic energies. Which one of these particles has lowest 

de-Broglie wavelength?

1 

Write the difference between Nuclear fission and Nuclear fusion. 

A global nuclear war would result in a nuclear cold. What is the cause of nuclear cold? 

Draw a graph between the binding energy per nucleon and mass number. 

aP aHRruft a Àafera afdeo ERI T firay 1/2+1/2=1 (vii) 
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1 A 

P HTRUIT Q 

Write the names of the logic gates related to figure P and Table Q 

A 

Input Output| B 

o 1 

011 
1 01 

1 1 
Table Q Figure P 

) 
(SECTION B) 

Derive an expression for electric potential due to a point charge at a distance r from the charge. 

A 

SHF 
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Calculate the equlivalent capacity of the comblnation of capacitors between A and B in given

diagram. 

5 

1 /2 

Write two differences between the terminal voltage (V) and e.m.f. (c) of the cel. 

/2 

write the formula of Bio Sevart law in vector form. Obtain an expression of magnetic field on the axis of 

a current carrying ircular loop. Draw necessary diagram. 

1/2 

A conducting rod of length Iis moving with constant linear speed v in a uniform magnetic field B .This 

arrangement is mutually perpendicular. Obtain the expresslon of motional electromotive force. 

1/2 

Current In a circuit falls from 5 Amp to zero in 0.1 second. If an average e.m.f. of 100 volt is induced then 

calculate self-inductance of inductor in the circuit. 
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1/2 Define total internal reflection. Write the name of any two phenomenons based on it. 

Show, on a plot, variation of resistivity of () a conductor, and (i) a typical semiconductor as a 

function of temperature 1/2 

1/2 Establish the relation between focal length (f) and radius of curvature (R) for a spherical mirror. 

The focal lengths of an objective lens and eyepiece are 192 cm and 8 cm respectively in a telescope. 

Calculate its magnifying power and the separation between the two lenses. 1/2 

Use Kirchhoff 's rules to obtain the balance condition in Wheatstone bridge. 

(b) Give one practical application that is based on this principle. 

1/2 

In a radioactive sample the numbers of active nuclei remains 6.25% of its initial value in 6 hours. find thee 

half-life of the radioactive sample. 
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(SECTION- C) 

1+1+1-3 

Draw a labelled diagram of cyclotron. Explain its working principle.Show that cyclotron 

frequency is independent of the speed and radius of the orbit 

OR 

2+1=3 

Obtain an expression for magnetic field on the axis of a current carrying toroid with the help of 

Ampere's circuital law. 

17. f eu ys qr Ter7 g f i(u),HffAra qi(v) F1E74 3uectmics (7,,n,)3Tx 

2+ faT (R)¥ 2. 
R 

in object distance (u), For refraction at a spherical surface derive the relation 
R 

image distance (V) refractive index of media (n1, n2) and radius of curvature (R) .Draw 

2+13 necessary ray diagram. 
OR 

1+2=3 
Draw a ray diagram for the formation of image by compound microscope. Derive an expression of 

the angular magnification of it when the final image is formed at the closest comfortable distance (D) 

for viewing the image. 

1+1+13 18 (i) 9ETRT faYT THTT z yRHTAA ATTTI 

(i) myrur T 4 5 eT 3.31 x 1.6x 10 TaTI FT6 fU FHhT aErilT HTafra Auifka TI 
(6) Define photo electric effect. 
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(i) Plot a graph of variation of photo electric current with collector plate potential for two incident 

radiations of same intensity and different frequencies. 

(ii) The work function for cesium metal is 3.31 x 1.6x 10 " Jule. Determine its threshold frequency 

fori 

OR 
1+1+1-3 

Define stopping voltage. 

i) Plot a graph of variation of photo electric current with collector plate potential for two incident 

radiations of same frequency and different intensities. 

(i) Determine the de-Broglie wave length of an electron accelerated by potential difference of 100 

Volt. 

(SECTION D) 

19. tcrs3TIZH a 3TuT ATTTIfa7 yATT, HR7 yraFT YTTRT TAT HaA TRT 

What is Polaroid ? Write any two uses of it. How will you identify the polarized light, the partiallyY 

polarized light and the unpolarised light 
141+2-4 

OR 

I+2+14 

Define electric field intensity. Derive an expression for electric field intensity at a point due to an 

infinitely long uniformly charge straight wire with the help of Gauss law. Draw necessary diagram. 
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1+2+14 

What do you mean by rectification? Draw circuit diagram and explain the working of full wave 

rectifier. Represent the wave form of input and output voltages also. 

OR 

What do you mean by reverse biasing of P-N junction diodes? Draw circuit diagram for reverse biasing 
of P-N junction diode and explain its working process. Draw V- characteristic curve for reverse biasing 
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